Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

Via
AIRTEL

AIRMAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (92-3182)
FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (92-177)
RE: GUS ALEX, aka AR
OO: CHICAGO

Remyairtel to Bureau 2/2/61 captioned as above and setting forth information concerning SU investigation re "MORRIS B. DALITZ, AR."

The following additional information of possible interest to Chicago and Salt Lake City:

PCI SHERMAN HULL on 2/2/61 advised SA CARL E. UNDERHILL that HULL attended a dinner celebrating the 50th wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. TOM MAYS at the Beverly Hilton Hotel, LA, 2/1/61. HULL said that SYD and BERNICE KORSHAK sat directly across the table from him. PCI, although alert for information concerning GUS ALEX or anyone resembling ALEX, was unable to develop any information indicating ALEX to be in contact with KORSHAK.

SA UNDERHILL on 2/2/61 under appropriate pretext examined list of guests at El Mirador Hotel, Palm Springs. He was able to determine JOHN DREW of Las Vegas, Nevada, checked in
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